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Final Exam Questions:

Short Answer

What are the differences between semantically transparent and

distributed representations?

Semantically transparent representations, found in physical symbol systems like

SOAR and CYC, are chunky, readily interpretable, language-like states symbolic of

familiar elements in a task domain. Distributed representations, found in artificial

neural networks like NETtalk, are non-chunky, finer grained, sub-symbolic,

dimensionally shifted states that are not readily interpretable or language-like.

Semantically transparent representations are encoded as distinct symbolic states,

whereas distributed representations employ superpositional coding—the overlapping

of microstructural elements shared by multiple states.

What is the difference between performance and competence errors,

and why does it matter for the study of human rationality?

Competence is constituted by an internally represented and integrated set of rules

and principals, which for linguistics entails grammar (linguistic competence) and for

rationality entails “psycho-logic” (reasoning competence). Performance is how one

applies their competence. Errors of reasoning competence are deviations from

normative competence, which is generally understood to be the rules and principals

regarding logical and quantitative reasoning, whereas performance errors are

incorrect applications of those rules and principals, perhaps due to limiting factors

such as being distracted, tired, drunk, or ill.

Give two examples of (possible) higher cognition in non-human animals.

If the capacity for a non-human animal to understand others’ perceptual or

intentional states (i.e. the ability to understand what someone else can perceive or

intends to do) is an indication of higher cognition, then Hare et al.’s 2000, 2001

experiments with subordinate and dominant chimpanzees suggest such a capacity. If

intentional communication ability (i.e. vocal or gestural signals that are performed

voluntarily) is also an indication of higher cognition, then orangutans may have

such an ability, as suggested by gesturing or pantomiming to indicate something, e.g.

the desire to be rubbed on the head by a leaf (Russon and Andrews, 2010).

If someone says they take a Bayesian approach to cognitive science, what

does that mean?

A Bayesian approach to cognitive science entails explaining mental processes in

terms of inductive inference optimization. This means explaining how the brain



functions according to Bayesian principals of posterior probability by generating and

updating hypotheses (representations about the way the world is) based on incoming

sensory data and prior experience. A cognitive scientist may apply this to explain the

functionality of neural circuitry or the brain as a unified engine, or individual

functions such as perception, motor behavior, memory, concept and language

learning, decision making, etc.

Why might one think that emotions have intentional objects? Why might

one think the opposite?

Certain emotions appear to require an intentional object—for example, it is hard to

conceive of anger without the content of the anger, e.g. that guy hit me, so I am angry

at him and about being hit. Alternatively, it may be that an emotion has no object

until we give it an object, and that it is perhaps a culturally imposed normative

assessment that emotions ought to have an object. Additionally, if emotions are not

distinguished from feelings or moods, one might consider such states to be emotions

without intentional objects—that a feeling is simply a bodily sensation, and a mood a

general tendency toward a certain emotion.

Essays

How has the study of human reasoning supported or undermined the view that

we have a unified (as opposed to modular) rational capacity?

Evolutionary psychologists propose that we are normative reasoners relative to the

environments in which our forebears evolved. The environment of evolutionary adaptation

(EEA) refers to the collection of possible physical, biological, and social features to which

our forebears adapted. Due to a multitude of distinct recurring EEA circumstances,

evolutionary psychologists posit that adaptations are domain-specific rather than domaingeneral, meaning no general or unified reasoning capacity would have been sufficient for

adapting to the specific domains or features of the EEA. As such, evolutionary psychologists

have suggested that humans have modular rational capacity. This is the premise of the

massive modularity hypothesis (MMH) which states that the brain is composed of many

“Darwinian modules” (Samuels, 2004, p. 15)—reasoning mechanisms that are highly

specialized adaptations to the problem types of specific domains or features of the EEA.

This approach to the study of human reasoning involves constructing possible

Darwinian modules through “evolutionary analysis.” The hypothetical modules constructed

are tested “by looking for evidence that contemporary humans actually have a module with

the properties in question” (p. 16) Two hypotheses that have been extensively tested are the

frequentist and the cheater detection hypotheses. Though the conclusions drawn from the

results of testing these hypotheses are controversial, there are compelling reasons to believe

they do indeed reveal two Darwinian modules, thus they may be evidence of modular

rational capacity in humans.

The frequentist hypothesis claims that humans have a reasoning module for

estimating the likelihood of an event occurring. The theoretical foundation of the

hypothesis is that our forebears survived partly by correctly basing their decisions on an



understanding of success frequency, e.g. by choosing to hunt where they were often able to

find and kill game. Tests to demonstrate this are designed to show that when people are

asked to make probabilistic judgments in which prior probabilities must be accounted for,

they tend to correctly judge the likelihood of an event occurring if the scenario is presented

as a problem involving observable frequencies rather than more abstractly as a problem

about percentages or other mathematical concepts. The results of such tests, notably those

conducted by Cosmides and Tooby, do indeed show that a much higher accuracy rate is

achieved on frequentist problems than on the same problems not posed in terms of

frequency.

Cosmides and Tooby have also hypothesized that humans have one or more cheater

detection modules, cheating being defined as accepting the benefits of a reciprocal

exchange arrangement without paying due costs (p. 23). The evolutionary analysis

underlying this theory suggests that when our forebears participated in reciprocal altruism,

every participant was more likely to survive to reproduction. Reciprocal altruism (proposed

by Robert Trivers, 1971) is behavior in which on one occasion person A aids unrelated

person B despite it being more beneficial in the short term for person A to be purely selfserving, but on another occasion person B reciprocates by similarly benefiting person A

despite some self-detriment. The ability to detect cheating in scenarios that may

superficially appear to be reciprocal altruism would have helped our forebears to weed out

overly self-serving members of the group (or perhaps recognize the need to socialize or

recondition uninitiated or delinquent members), thus increase the group’s average survival

rate. One notable test of this was based on Peter Wason’s 1966 selection task in which the

content was cleverly rewritten to be about an easy to imagine, real life social scenario that

called for cheater detection (Griggs and Cox, 1982). The percentage of correct answers was

dramatically higher in the cheater detection test than in the original test of pure, abstract

reasoning. To evolutionary psychologists, this is a possible indication that rather than a

general, unified abstract reasoning ability, humans have reasoning modules for specific

tasks, like cheater detection or frequency-related judgment.

Outline two arguments: one for and one against non-human animals having

beliefs

As presented by Kristin Andrews (2011), arguments for non-human animals having belief

rest on the claim that animals have mental representations and that belief is a

representational state. One particular version of this pro-belief argument proposes that an

animal can have beliefs by virtue of an “imagistic representational system” (Camp, 2009).

Stephen Stich argues against non-human animal belief by claiming that we cannot

determine the content or conceptual context of purported animal beliefs, thus we cannot

make a sensible case that they have beliefs.

Andrews writes that “the most common view is that belief is a representational state,

and that the mental representation, which fixes content, expresses propositional content.

For some, this view is consistent with animal belief, since they believe that, like humans,

animals can operate in a Language of Thought” (p. 10). In other words, animals have

mental symbols tokening the constituents of attitudes, attitudes being both semantic and

causal, and belief being a type of a propositional attitude. Supporters of Fodorian theory of

mind claim that the mental states representing propositions have a syntactic structure, or a



“language of thought.” However, as Camp and others contend, representational belief is

possible without expressible propositions or a language of thought (p. 10). Camp suggests

that animals represent beliefs through imagistic representational systems, like diagrams

and maps (i.e. infographics?), which can, for instance, account for something like baboon

social knowledge. An imagistic representational system does have a “rich syntactic

structure” (p. 11), but not in the Fodorian or sentential sense.

Against non-human animal belief, Stich argues that we “cannot attribute

propositional attitudes to animals…given our inability to attribute content to animal’s

purported belief” (Stich, 1978). If we need to accurately describe the content of animal

beliefs, which Stich says we cannot, then we cannot say that animals have beliefs. In other

words, we cannot ground any talk about animal belief in terms of the actual content of the

beliefs, so we can’t say what the purported belief is about. Furthermore, Stich points out

that to make a claim about an animal belief, we would have to assume not only that the

animal has a propositional attitude, but that the attitude is in the context of other concepts

understood by the animal, which are the anthropocentric concepts that we would pick out

using our language and way of thinking. To Stich, this is all nonsense. Whether or not

animals have concepts upon which beliefs are based is unknowable and should not be

assumed.

(a) How does the “hard problem” relate to the difference between access and

phenomenal consciousness? (b) Summarize two arguments denying that such

a problem deserves special attention.

Ned Block proposes two types of consciousness: access and phenomenal. These correspond

to Chalmers’ easy and hard problems; access-consciousness poses the easy problems,

whereas phenomenal-consciousness poses the hard problem. Access-consciousness refers

to states that are “poised for direct control of thought and action” (Block, 1997, p. 382),

meaning that “when information…is able to guide intentional action and verbal report, it

counts as A-conscious” (Clark, 2014, p. 262). As Paul and Patricia Churchland explain of

pain, the easy problems of access-consciousness are those about the “causal, functional, and

relational features of pain” and lend themselves to the “reductive explanatory account,”

meaning they are “a legitimate target for the reductive/explanatory aspirations of growing

neuroscience” (all from 1998, p. 160). Differentiated from the functional properties of

access-consciousness is the residue that comprises phenomenal-consciousness,

characterized by qualia—the subjective, introspective awareness of intrinsic, qualitative,

what-it’s-like experience. Qualia supposedly cannot be reduced or explained physically, or

at least the attempt to do so would be nearly impossible, which means that reducing

phenomenal-consciousness is a very hard problem.

Dennett denies that such a problem even exists. Putting it bluntly, he says, “the Hard

Problem is a figment of Chalmer’s imagination”—that the belief is based on intuition alone

and is a “conviction that is beyond reason” (Dennett, 2013, all on p. 312). As Clark explains,

Dennett sees the difference between the easy and hard problems—or access-consciousness

and phenomenal-consciousness—as “only really a difference in degree” (2014, p. 268),

differing along just two dimensions, “richness of content and degree of influence” (Dennett,

1997, p. 417). What some call qualitative awareness, Dennett calls “rich, detailed content

and widespread influence” (Clark, 2014, p. 268)—in other words, just more of the same

processes that Block considers part of access-consciousness. He does not ignore the first-



person experience, but explains that it is the result of a kind of personal narrative we weave

as a result of being steeped in culture and language. The narrative creates the illusion of

being a phenomenally conscious person.

Clark includes a discussion of representationalist perspectives in tandem with

narrationism. In brief, representationalism says that all aspects of consciousness are

representations, but in addition to the first order-representations (e.g. a feeling of pain that

serves to represent tissue damage), we also have representations of representations, or

second-order representations—the high-order thought theory—and that these account for

the phenomenal content of consciousness. Clark considers Dennett’s “user illusion” theory

to be a more sophisticated version of higher-order thought theory (p. 272), so to avoid the

overlap I’ll move on to Price’s psychology argument.

Though Clark says that Price “accepts that there seems to be a special problem about

explaining phenomenal awareness” (p. 272), Price wonders why we have decided the

difficult problem of explaining phenomenal awareness is actually an impossible to solve

“hard problem.” If we look closely at any of our causal explanations about the world, we will

see explanatory gaps, and the perceived gap between access-consciousness and

phenomenal-consciousness is not different. Therefore, he seems to say that the “hard

problem” is not actually special—that the explanatory gap concerning Block and Chalmers

does not deserve special attention because it is just another scientific problem. So why do

we give it special attention? Price says the “tricks” we usually employ to smooth over the

explanatory gaps don’t work in this case because we have not yet figured out how to “see the

relation between phenomenal consciousness and its physical grounds” (p. 273), and that

this is due to it being a unique case, one “unlike anything else in our experience” (Price,

1997, p. 91). Ultimately, as Paul and Patricia Churchland put it, “When the hidden

neurophysiological structure of qualia (if there is any) gets revealed by unfolding research,

then we will automatically gain a new epistemic access to qualia, above and beyond each

person’s native and currently exclusive capacity for internal discrimination” (1998, p. 165),

which will help us gradually discern the innumerable little billiard balls of consciousness,

which in turn will allow us to use the same old tricks to ignore all the explanatory gaps, thus

eliminating the “hard problem.”

Why, and in what ways, is caution warranted when interpreting results from

brain imaging (e.g. fMRI) experiments? Consider both scientific and

philosophic concerns.

Neuroimages can be interpreted in many ways, some ways being far less accurate or logical

than others. For this reason, caution is warranted when interpreting them. Without due

caution, misconceptions about what neuroimaging (NI) data actually indicate may lead to

unfounded conclusions. Furthermore, we must be careful in how we use NI as we build a

“cognitive ontology,” particularly in exploratory data analysis, and in light of opposition to

the very idea that cognitive science is methodologically connectable to neuroscience.

We must first realize that NI strongly contrasts with photography in how directly it

represents its object. Images produced though fMRI indicate the distribution of oxygenated

and deoxygenated blood in the brain. We can infer from this the areas of the brain where

there is the most activity at any given moment (because active areas use more oxygen). By

scanning a brain that is processing information for a very specific task, researchers believe

they can see which areas of the brain are being activated by performing the task. However,



there is always “noise”—activity that is likely caused by something other than the specific

task at hand. Therefore, theories are required to guide researchers on how best to

determine what of the imaged brain activity is relevant to their study. Subtractive methods,

in which, from many different overlaid images, the most consistently active areas are

revealed, are considered a good way to approximate this. Klein (2010) says that

subtractively generated neuroimages are “inherently theory-laden: [they] cannot be

interpreted without knowing the specific tasks performed and the assumptions about

cognition that the experimental design embodies” (p. 187), thus we get almost no useful

information at all from looking at such images without knowing the theories that shaped

them. Furthermore, “simple subtractive designs might overlook important facts about

functional organization” (p. 188), which means that theories guiding how the images are

produced might be distorting reality by removing data that would indicate less than perfect

localization of functional specialization or modularity at a specific brain area. Hence a

subtractive image, though necessarily simplified, might be oversimplified.

Caution must also be exercised in the armchair. As Craver reminds us, we need to

pitch our explanation at the right level of abstraction. When analyzing a neuroimage, it is

possible to both attribute too many functions and too few. Moreover, it is also possible to

infer from NI data evidence for a psychological theory (as opposed to a theory about

physical brain organization), which some consider an illegitimate direction of inference,

namely Fodor (p. 191). Assuming it is legitimate to let NI inform psychological theory, or

even suggest new theories, we still must be careful in how we do so. By developing rigorous

methods of both hypothesis-driven analysis and data-driven analysis, we can avoid

confirming or deriving false notions from NI. Reverse inference, consistency accounts, and

probabilistic accounts are examples of such methodologies.

Midterm Exam Questions:

(1) What does Haugeland mean when he says “Take care of the syntax, and

the semantics will take care of itself?”—and how has this claim foreshadowed

the arc of contemporary science?

Haugeland means that if you have a system with the right causal structure (syntax), then

the states it supports will give rise to reason-respecting behavior that can be interpreted as

meaningful (semantics). This is essentially the functionalist position. It assumes the

possibility that the actual, evolution-sculpted physical make-up of the brain is not necessary

for mental states, only the formal structure of it. This theory was the impetus for the various

attempts to create a non-organic formal structure that supports meaningful, reasonrespecting behavior.

The early scientific response was work on physical symbol systems—physical devices

that contain sets of interpretable and combinable items (symbols) and a set of processes

that can operate on the items (copying, conjoining, creating, and destroying them according

to instructions). If such a system is able to affect objects it picks out, or behave depending

on them, people like Newell and Simon consider them generally intelligent. However, this

doesn’t fully satisfy Haugeland’s claim because physical symbol systems often have

semantic databases built in, which leads to connectionism. Neural networks, due to their

ability to learn according to an algorithm—by making errors, changing the connection



weights between units, and gradually altering the distribution of the representation being

learned—quite literally start with only syntax and eventually give rise to semantics.

The arc continues through the exploration of different kinds of systems capable of

developing reason-respecting behavior or of acquiring something like semantic

understanding with only the syntax to work with initially.

(2) Describe how Conway’s Game of Life can be used to clarify (a) Dennett’s

views of the mentalistic perspective of cognition and behavior, and (b) the

value (or lack thereof) of multiple levels of description in psychology.

Dennett says that the folk framework does not need vindication by any inner scientific

story. What matters are the “reliable, robust patterns in which all behaviorally normal

people participate—the patterns we traditionally describe in terms of belief and desire and

the other terms of folk psychology.” He also says we won’t see the same logic of cognition

recapitulated at the levels of the brain. Therefore, as long as we don’t assert that the actual

causes of behavior are psychologically interpretable, we can make good, sensible use of

mentalistic discourse.

In the Game of Life, talking in terms of gliders (and puffers, breeders, etc.) is like

mentalistic discourse. Their existence as what appears to be entities with a mission—to

glide in one cardinal direction forever, or until hitting something else—is undeniable to

anyone watching the system in action. However, to anyone who stops to consider the rules

of the game—and the fact that there is no movement at all but only cells in on or off states

in any given moment—the concept that a glider is any kind of entity or unified thing at all is

untenable. It only makes sense on one level of observation and explanation. Nevertheless,

both interpretations are valid and useful on their respective levels, hence, again, mentalistic

discourse does not need to be vindicated or eliminated. On the folk psychology level, the

behavioral patterns we observe in others and ourselves allow us to live as we typically do;

on the neural level, any understanding we have may help reveal the actual causality

underlying our thoughts and behaviors. Barring that, it may help us cope with or solve

psychological problems (Alzheimer’s, autism, schizophrenia, etc.). If what we want in the

Game of Life is a glider, we can build or repair one by understanding the rules of the game.

(3) What is Webb’s work on cricket phonotaxis supposed to say about

mental representation and situated cognition? How would a defender of the

Representational Theory of Mind reply?

The female cricket seems to be remotely controlled by the male cricket when he sings:

she turns toward his song, he sings again, she moves toward him, and so on until they meet.

The song triggers motor movement without being processed by some intermediary neural

component, thus she does not seem to (or need to) have an internal representation of his

location. The “how to react?” stage of processing that would utilize internal representations

is unnecessary—the input directly triggers the output of physical behavior. This

environmentally situated behavior is akin to non-cognitive causal occurrence: the wind

blows, the leaf quivers.

An RTM defender would try to point to a representation of the male or the male’s

location in the female’s mind. Such a tokening would exist somewhere in the causal

sequence that begins with hearing the male cricket and ends with movement toward him.



Barring that, the defense might involve a description of the female’s propositional attitudes:

she believes that the male is calling to mate; she desires that she mate with him; she intends

that her movement should be toward him, etc.

(4) How do classical symbol-crunching approaches (e.g. SOAR and CYC)

compare to connectionist approaches (e.g. Net Talk, the multilayer

perceptron, the Hopfield network) in terms of how they store knowledge?

What functional implications follow from the differences between them?

Soar and CYC are examples of symbolic programs (GOFAI). Their makers thought

that intelligence involves having the right syntactic engine and then an immense amount of

knowledge; this is, in their view, how humans have intelligence. Therefore, to create an

intelligent problem solving system, give it intelligent syntactic operations and an immense

amount of knowledge (and all using semantically transparent symbols, of course).

Connectionist networks are big networks for which you have an input and a desired

output and some kind of training signal as a result of an error signal. You iterate this

training and ultimately produce a network that does what you want. Essentially, you begin

with the syntax and let the semantics and reason-respecting behavior develop over time

according to the learning algorithm. One problem is that when you look at how it works, it

is hard to understand; it is not semantically transparent. You understand the rules

governing it, but it is basically network spaghetti requiring laborious analysis.

One major and revealing difference is in how the two approaches respond to being

damaged in some part of their system. GOFAI systems will typically either fail entirely after

the damage, or lose one or more significant abilities. On the other hand, connectionist

systems will usually overcome the damage by recalibrating the weights of the rest of the

system. It has to relearn certain behaviors, but if the damage is not too severe, it is able to

do so. This is exactly what the brain is like, so the major implication here is that

connectionist models are more like the brain.

(5) Summarize two responses to the complaints, concerning connectionist

models, that they leave us with “numerical spaghetti” that obfuscates, rather

than clarifies, our understanding of cognition.

There is no denying that connectionist models involve difficult to analyze numerical

spaghetti. However, despite that difficulty (which can also be said of the real neural

networks we are attempting to model), it has revealed highly plausible explanations for how

cognition works, viz. graceful degradation and efficiency.

Unlike GOFAI systems, connectionist systems will usually overcome damage by

recalibrating the weights of other parts of the system. It has to relearn certain behaviors in

this way, but if the damage is not too severe, it is able to do so. This is exactly what the brain

is like, so the major implication here is that connectionist models are similar to the brain in

this way, thus the brain may be similar to connectionist models, thus the connectionist

model may model or be able to model human-style cognition.

The impressive learning abilities demonstrated by connectionist networks like Net Talk

reveal just how powerful a network can be. With the relatively small number of units and

connections (relative to real brains, but also to other connectionist networks), Net Talk was

able to learn how to accurately translate written language into spoken language with only a



learning algorithm—without an explicit program or semantic database. This suggests that if

the syntax is connectionist in form, then the semantics can be taken care of with very few

resources relative to GOFAI.

(6) How goes Fodor &amp; Pylyshyn’s systematicity argument against

connectionism? How does Clark say our linguistic capacity provides a reply to

that argument?

The systematicity argument says that because thought is systematic, internal

representations are structured, and because connectionist models lack structured

representations, they are not good models of human thought. Systematicity involves

structured rearrangements of highly meaningful symbols. Connectionist networks are

distributed, so there are no high concentrations of specific symbols. Connectionist models

don’t seem to track reasoning processes (e.g. I’m hungry &gt;&gt; I see a sandwich &gt;&gt; I eat the

sandwich), so they fail to model human thought.

Clark says thought might be systematic because language is systematic. He proposes

that we use language rather than generate it, and that because language is systematic,

cognition inherits systematicity from language. This means that there need not be an initial

structure to a neural network that supports language use, but that with exposure to the

public code of language, that code can be embedded in the entire network. Though it is

difficult to see how the network develops a structured way of using language, it nevertheless

eventually does.

(8) Summarize the views of Fodor, Churchland, and Dennett (all three)

with respect to the likely future alignment of the folk psychological /

mentalistic view with more reductionist scientific views, such as

neuroscientific and computational.

Fodor thinks that folk psychology will be vindicated by science by showing how the

psychologistic mode maps onto brain states. Furthermore, because he believes that the

brain works by churning through structured sequences of operations on semantically

meaningful symbols, computational replication of human-style cognition is possible. All

that is required is an in-depth understanding of the underlying syntax (LoT).

Churchland says that FP is irreducible because it utterly fails to map to brain states.

Though FP is useful in the process of fulfilling our basic survival and communication needs,

we should abandon it in favor of a more accurate causal theory of behavior based on

neuroscience. Otherwise, we are clinging to a weak and misleading theory, just like the

alchemists did/do.

Dennett says that mentalistic states track behavioral dispositions but do not track

causally potent brain states. If you go looking in the brain, you’re never going to find a

single brain state corresponding to a single behavior. The causal structure is far more

complex and probably utterly different than what FP makes it out to be. However,

behavioral patterns are real patterns, so treating them as causally potent is useful.

(9) How does Searle use the Chinese Room argument to make a case against

symbol manipulation as a foundation for cognition? Describe one decent

rebuttal to Searle’s case.
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